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The safety system in nuclear power plants has become a crucial topic owing to the massive damages 
inflicted by nuclear disasters. After the Fukushima accident in Japan, the importance of passive safety 
system has significantly increased, and additional safety systems to mitigate the impact of design 
extension conditions are constantly being proposed and developed. In Korea, various passive safety 
systems have been studied, including the hybrid safety injection tank (hybrid-SIT), passive auxiliary 
feed-water system (PAFS), passive emergency feed-water system, and passive containment cooling 
system (PCCS). The operation of passive safety systems do not require additional electric or diesel 
power source for system operation. Especially, a passive in-core cooling system (PINCs) is currently 
being studied toward a fully passive safety system at the Ulsan National Institute of Science and 
Technology. A PINCs comprises hybrid control rod assemblies, a hydraulic control rod drive 
mechanism (CRDM), and a natural circulation loop to remove the decay heat of the nuclear fuels. The 
hybrid control rod assemblies perform the roles of both a control rod for controlling the reactor power 
and a heat pipe for removing the decay heat in case of an accident.  
To achieve the optimal design of PINCs, there are several requirements: 1) in-vessel CRDM strategy, 
2) possible geometry for heat removal, and 3) good passivity. The in-vessel type reactor vessel with a 
hydraulic control rod drive mechanism (CRDM) is one possible approach to enhance the safety features 
of nuclear power plants, that can reduce the penetration defect and control rod ejection accident. 
Previous studies have proposed the hydraulic control system for small modular reactors and research 
reactors, for advantages such as the in-vessel strategy and enhanced passivity. However, due to the 
nonlinearities, complex flow area, and requirement of delicate position control, it is difficult to achieve 
the specific design and model validation. Therefore, to achieve a feasible design of hydraulic CRDM 
for PINCs, this research is focused on the study of a flow-induced pressure and flow behavior inside 
the hydraulic system with developing the theoretical model, which is characterized by the geometry of 
control unit, flow control system, and condition of the hybrid control rod.  
Thus, the first chapter includes the design and modeling of hybrid control rod based on the experiment. 
In similar previous researches, the heat transfer performance of pressurized hybrid heat pipe-control 
rod was reported for enhancing the heat transfer performance. However, the study focused on single 
hybrid control rod and did not consider the elevation control of the control rod, pressure boundary of 
PINCs, and the connection between the control rod and the condenser section. Therefore, this study 
extends the experimental works with the developed control system and revises the design of hybrid 
control rod. Specifically, a hybrid control rod with varied length using two parts of the tubes and linear 
ball bearing system is proposed. This concept can effectively control the operation of the hybrid control 
rod and it is possible to optimize the heat performance of PINCs. At the upper plenum of the pressurized 
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vessel, the condenser of the hybrid control rods is sealed by welding. The linear ball bearings are located 
at the bottom of the condenser which is connected to the evaporator section, including the neutron 
absorbing material and working fluid. Therefore, in steady state, the length of the shutdown hybrid 
control rod is minimized as it is located in the upper plenum of the reactor vessel, and the thermal 
performance is degraded due to the decrease in temperature difference between reactor coolant and 
working fluid. During rod drop, the length of the hybrid control rod increases, and the operational 
temperature of the hybrid control rod is decreased. In this chapter, the thermal performance of the hybrid 
control rod is presented using the experimental results and previous studies.  
The following chapter explain the possible geometry of hybrid control rod and hydraulic CRDM inside 
the nuclear power plant. PINCs must be capable of passively removing the decay heat from the nuclear 
fuel and transfer it to the water pool located at the top of the reactor vessel without alternative power. 
During operation, the CRDMs are key devices for controlling the reactor power and shutting down the 
reactor in the event of an accident. For commercial pressurized water reactors, the magnetic jack type 
CRDM has been developed and widely used due to its simple mechanism based on electric signals. It 
requires a large space on the top of reactor vessel. In Chapter 3, to achieve the geometry for heat removal, 
the conceptual hydraulic CRDM is designed with hybrid control rods inside the reactor vessel. In 
hydraulic CRDMs, the forces such as gravitational force, buoyancy force, frictional force, and the 
pressure difference between the cylinder and outside pool are dominant parameters and these forces are 
at equilibrium during the steady state condition. Based on the force balance equation, it is found that 
the relationship between the forces depends on the inlet mass flow rate and pressure difference. The 
two different geometries, such as conventional hydraulic CRDM and a new type hydraulic CRDM for 
PINCs are designed, evaluated, and validated to develop the theoretical model. The developed models 
demonstrated a reasonable accuracy in comparison with the experimental results and previous studies. 
Based on the elevation control test and control rod-drop test, the transient control model was also 
validated. In previous chapters, experiments were conducted, and theoretical models were validated. 
However, the conditions for application of hydraulic systems are high temperature and pressure in 
comparison with experimental conditions. In Chapter 4, the parameters crucial for CRDM performance 
are determined based on the driving mechanism and force balance equation. Then, the specific design 
of hydraulic CRDM is described and mass flow rate during the steady flow rate and rod drop are 
theoretically analyzed. Finally, the thermal performance and design of PINCs in commercial PWR are 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
1.1 Research background and motivation 
The safety systems in nuclear power plants are an important topic owing to their enormous effect on 
the environment and society. Especially, the need for developing a safety system to prevent or mitigate 
unexpected accidents has dramatically increased after the Fukushima accident in 2011. During station 
blackout (SBO) such as that occurred in the Fukushima accident, the active safety systems cannot be 
operated. Therefore, various passive safety systems have been suggested and designed for nuclear 
power plants including the hybrid safety injection tank (H-SIT), integrated passive safety system (IPSS), 
passive auxiliary feed-water system (PAFS), and passive containment cooling system (PCCS) 1.1-1.6. The 
hybrid-SIT system is based on a new concept of passive safety system by using the safety injection 
system in conventional PWR. The mechanism of H-SIT depends on a natural circulation between SIT 
and reactor vessel by gravitational force, in the event of SBO and non-depressurized accident1.1. The 
IPSS is proposed as a type of passive supplement for previous safety systems, therefore, it reinforces 
safety enhancements. Independent passive safety systems are installed in the nuclear power plants. 
These systems are operated by natural forces, including the natural convection, gravitational force, and 
pressure differential force 1.2. The PAFS is a well-known passive safety system comprising a steam 
supply pipe, heat exchanger to condense the steam inside cooling tank, a return pipe, and a condensation 
cooling tank outside containment building. This system modifies the auxiliary feed-water system by 
connecting a condensation heat exchanger and a passive condensation cooling tank. The PAFS removes 
the core heat from the primary system and transfers it to the secondary system of steam generator 1.3,1. 
4. The PCCS is one of the main passive safety systems to enhance the containment integrity and safety, 
for advanced nuclear power plants. The PCCS is deployed in the upper of the containment building and 
consists of a passive containment cooling tank and a heat exchanger that removes heat using natural 
circulation, passively 1.5, 1.6.  
A passive in-core cooling system (PINCs) was proposed and designed to enhance the passive safety 
for pressurized water reactors (PWRs), small modular reactors (SMRs), and Gen. IV reactors. The 
PINCs consists of hybrid control rod assembly, a hydraulic control rod drive mechanism (CRDM), and 
a natural circulation loop to remove the decay heat from the nuclear fuel in case of an accident, 
especially SBO accident 1.7-1.10. The components of PINCs are completely passive, to remove the decay 
heat from the reactor core and transfer it to a natural circulation loop at the tip of the reactor vessel. Fig. 
1.1 shows a conceptual design of the PINCs with main components such as; 1) hybrid control rod and 
2) hydraulic control rod drive mechanism. Most rod control systems used in large-scale PWRs are 
located in the top of the reactor vessel and the shafts of control rod assemblies covered by pressure 
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housings 1.11. Therefore, a penetrating volume of space is required for the installation of CRDM 
components in the pressurized vessel. However, an in-vessel hydraulic CRDM has a reduced or 
negligible penetrated area, a compact geometry of CRDM, and a short control rod assembly in 











1.2 Review on hydraulic control rod drive systems 
The control system for the control rod assemblies is a crucial device for controlling the nuclear 
reaction and perform safety shutdown in case of an accident. The hydraulically driven rod control 
systems are currently being studied and designed, owing to their advantages such as short control rod 
assembly, in-vessel application in pressurized water reactors, and good passivity during the reactor 
shutdown. Various reactor types use the hydraulically driven rod control strategy for advanced reactor 
control systems. In SMRs, hydraulic CRDMs with a well-designed system have been studied. The IRIS 
reactor uses a spider type PWR control rod assemblies with hydraulically driven control rod and its 
design provides various benefits: 1) elimination of mechanical penetrations, penetration cost, and 
corrosion problem, 2) elimination of rod ejection accident by using the in-vessel strategy, 3) safety 
shutdown without any additional power 1.12.  
In Tsinghua university, the pressure discharged hydraulic control rod drive system (HCRDS) was 
designed and tested for 5MW and 200 MW research reactors (NHR-5, NHR-200) 1.13, 1.14. Initially, the 
design of NHR-5 used the bottom mounted control rod system with hole-patterned elevation control 
system. The NHR-5 is a water-cooled integrated passive reactor without the primary pump and is 
operated based on the natural circulation inside the reactor vessel. The HCRDS consists of a circulation 
loop outside the reactor vessel, a hole-patterned cylinder at the bottom of the reactor core, and two 
different control units. The control rod assemblies can be both controlled and safely dropped in the 
reactor core by utilizing the mass flow rate of the working fluid (water) and gravitational force. The 
design of NHR-200 was based on the previously designed NHR-5, therefore, the HCRDS also was 
modified using design of NHR-5. The modification was performed considering the enhancement for 
easy fabrication, to obtain a wide range of operational temperature, and to have a compact core 
geometry including the hydraulic system, in comparison with those of the NHR-5. In CAREM 25, a 
key issue of the hydraulic system was the rod drop behavior and the time taken for the rod to reach the 
bottom of the core. To satisfy the safety requirement of rod drop time, the hydraulic control rod drives 
(CRDM) offer a change, by connecting the bypass line to the top of the control cylinder for a faster 
shutdown 1.15. The final design of the hydraulically driven control rod drive system using water as a 
working fluid was SBWR-200 suggested by Batheja 1.16. The integration of hydraulic CRDN was 
designed for the small nuclear reactor (SBWR-200). In their research, the prototype tests and 
comparison study were conducted between the theoretical model and experimental results. In Russia, 
hydraulically driven control rod drives were proposed for applying the sodium-cooled fast reactors 
(SFRs), especially BN-800 and BN-1200. To achieve the diversity of mechanism of rod control system, 
the hydraulic CRDMs were used in shutdown control rod assemblies. Fig. 1.2 shows the schematic of 
hydraulic CRDMs in the previous studies 1.7. 
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1.3 Introduction to passive in-core cooling system (PINCs) 
 The concept of PINCs has been designed and developed to utilize the passive emergency system in 
nuclear power plants, especially in PWRs and SMRs 1.17-20. The key idea of this system is heat removal 
using hybrid control rod having the functions of both a control rod and a heat pipe. Therefore, it is 
possible to remove the heat during non-decompressed accidents such as the SBO accidents. In SBO 
scenarios, without an alternative power source, PINCs requires the functional capability of removing 
the heat from the nuclear fuel and transfer it to the outside water tank. Due to the requirement of a 
hybrid control rod, there are two functions: 1) reactor power control and shutdown and 2) heat removal 
during reactor accidents 1.21. Fig. 1.3 shows the schematic of the pressure vessel with PINCs to satisfy 
these two features. An integrated heat exchanger on the upper plenum of the reactor pressure vessel is 
considered for the hydraulic CRDM of PINCs. There are fixed condenser sections of the hybrid control 
rod and movable parts of the hybrid control rod, connected with a hydraulic unit to avoid the issue of 
the penetration region such as cracks and rod ejection. In case of rod seal failure, the thermal 
performance of the hybrid control rod is degraded due to increased operational pressure (Two-phase 
heat transfer → Single phase natural circulation), however, the loss of coolant accident cannot occur 
(different pressure boundary). The control rod assemblies are considered to possess both full and part 
strengths. Full-strength assemblies are not inserted in the core and are positioned at the top of the reactor 
core. However, the part strength assemblies are moved to control the reactivity of the reactor power 
plant during the steady state. Due to the stroke length of the reference plant (APR1400), the required 
height of the hydraulic CRDM inside the vessel is 8 m (double of the core height). The full-strength 
control rod assemblies maintain a minimum rod length under the operation condition. During a reactor 
accident, the full-strength hybrid control rod assemblies are dropped, and it transfers the decay heat 
from the nuclear fuel to the condenser of the hybrid control rod. One of the key components of the 
PINCs is the hybrid control rod, which consists of two layers of metal cladding, neutron absorber, 
holding spring, and a working fluid. The decay heat of the nuclear fuel is transported by phase change 
heat transfer of the water inside the cladding structure (Annular flow path). To control the reactor power, 
the B4C pellets with enriched B10 (neutron absorbing material) for reducing the pellet diameter are 
inserted inside the metal cladding 1.7.  
The hydraulic CRDM inside PINCs has a unique feature, including the stepped shape with different 
holding flow rates and position-indicated system using the mass flow rate. In previous studies, the 
hydraulic CRDMs had a fixed holding flow rate, therefore, an indicator is needed to detect the elevation 
of control rods. The conventional CRDMs needed penetration holes for inserting position indicator, and 
the peak of the pressure and mass flow rates during the step control. To enhance the hydraulic CRDM, 
a novel design with stable operating behavior and flow-indicated structure using the stepped cylinders 
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is developed, as shown in Fig. 1.4. 
1.4 Research Objectives and Scope 
The present study focuses on the hydraulic CRDM for application of the PINCs with hybrid control 
rod and its design and model of flow/heat transfer behaviors. This paper includes the major parts such 
as 1) theoretical model based on the flow-driven force balance equation and its validation using the 
experimental studies for noble hydraulic CRDM, 2) new-design of the movable hybrid control rod 
system and experimental studies using single hybrid control rod test facility, 3) validation of the 
combined system with integrated test facility. 
Chapter 1 reviews various hydraulic CRDMs for application in nuclear power plants and introduces 
the PINCs with major components.  
Chapter 2 describes the modified hybrid control rod for solving the critical issues, including the heat 
loss during steady state and penetration hole on the upper plenum. The present study extends the 
experimental works with the developed control system and revises the design of the hybrid control rod. 
Specifically, a hybrid control rod with a varied length which uses two parts of the tubes and linear ball 
bearing system, is proposed. This concept can control the operation of the hybrid control rod and it is 
possible to optimize the heat performance of the PINCs. Based on similar previous researches, the 
enhanced design of the hybrid control rod was proposed.  
Chapter 3 presents the design and modeling of the hydraulic CRDM along with its validation. Two 
different geometries are available to easily explain the difference from previous CRDMs. Based on the 
force balance equation, it is found that the relationship between the forces depends on the inlet mass 
flow rate and pressure difference. The two different geometries, such as conventional hydraulic CRDM 
and a new hydraulic CRDM for PINCs are designed and tested to develop the theoretical model and is 
validated. 
Chapter 4 reports the possible geometry and its specific design during reactor operation. Therefore, 
in this chapter, the crucial parameters to determine the CRDM performance are proposed based on the 
driving mechanism and force balance equation. Then, the specific design of the hydraulic CRDM is 
described and the analysis of mass flow rate and pressure during the steady flow rate and rod drop are 
theoretically conducted.   






















Fig. 1.2. Schematic of hydraulic control rod drive mechanism: (a) SBWR-200, (b) CAREM, (c) NHR-


















Fig. 1.4 The design of the hydraulic CRDM for previous study and PINCs; (a) Conventional CRDM 




Table. 1.1 The summary of the hydraulically driven rod control system for the nuclear power plants 1.12, 1.13, 1.16, 1.22-1.29 
 
Researcher 




Geometry and flow rate Insertion type Application Development level Remarks 
Batheja (1987) 
Operation pressure : 25 
Operation temperature : 223 
Number of control rods: 45 
Stroke length : 2,300 mm 
Step length : 100 mm 
Scram time : 10 sec 
Flow rate : 1 – 2 kg/s 
Bottom up CRDM BWR, Germany Prototype Test 
Test of the elevation control and 
free rod drop behaviors 
Wang (1993) 
Operation pressure : 1.37 
Operation temperature : 186  
Number of control rods: 32 
Flow range : 0.388–0.90kg/s 
Scram time : 5 sec 
  
Bottom up CRDM 
Research Reactor,  
China(NHR-5) 
Preliminary test  
→ Enhancement for 
NHR-200 
Characteristics of the flow channel 
and flow hole for elevation change 
Define the effect of the delay time 
for controlling the elevation 
Wang (1993) 
Operation pressure : 25 
Operation temperature : 140-
224 
Bottom up CRDM NHR-200 Conceptual design 
Wang (2002) 
Operation pressure : 1.74-2.75 
Operation temperature : 66-210 
Bottom up CRDM 
Research Reactor,  
China(NHR-5) 
Preliminary test  
Bo (2002) 
Operation pressure : N/A 
Operation temperature : 60  
Bottom up CRDM 
Research Reactor,  
China(NHR-5) 
Preliminary test  
Li (2006) 
Operation pressure : 2.5 
Operation temperature : ~240 
CR :32 
Stroke length : 1,500mm 
Step length :30 mm 
Scram time : 2.3 sec 
Top down CRDM 
Desalination and  
urban heat supply 
(NHR-200) 
Prototype rod control  
and drop test 
Design modification for optimizing 
the core design 
Ricotti (2003) 
Operation pressure : 2.0 
Operation temperature : ~100  
Flow range : 0.25 kg/s 
Stroke length : 3700mm 
CR:92 




Preliminary tests for hydraulic 
CRDM with flow control system 
Magan (2011) 
Operation pressure : 12.25 
Operation temperature : 326 
Stroke length : 1,400mm 
CR : 19 




Conceptual design of full strength 
(shutdown CRDM) for passive 
scram 
Hibi (2004) 
Operation pressure : 15.5 
Operation temperature : ~345 




Conceptual design of the hydraulic 
CRDM 
Vasilyev (2017) 
Operation pressure : 14~17.5 
Operation temperature : ~550 
Only shutdown Top down CRDM BN-800, BN-1200 Design and experiment 
Passive shutdown hydraulic 
CRDM 
Liu (2017) 
Operation pressure : 1.2 
Operation temperature : N/A  
Stroke length : N/A 
Flow rate : ~2.0 kg/s 
Top down CRDM 
Research Reactor,  
China(NHR-5) 
Experimental test 
Weight effect of the hydraulic 
CRDM 
Sun (2017) 
Operation pressure : 3.5 
Operation temperature : N/A  
Stroke length : 2,500mm 
Flow rate : ~1.6 kg/s 
Top down CRDM PWR application (China) Test and validation 
Analysis of the flow and pressure 
behaviors during the step-up and 
down 
Qin (2018) 
Operation pressure : 3.5 
Operation temperature : N/A 
Stroke length : 900mm 
Flow rate : ~4.2 kg/s 
Top down CRDM PWR application (China) 
Modeling and its 
validation 
Application of spring damper for 
reducing the drop impact 
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Chapter 2. DESIGN AND MODELING OF THE HYBRID CONTROL ROD 
2.1 Introduction  
The heat pipe applications increased in various fields due to their high thermal performance using phase 
change heat transfer 2.1-2.16. Recent reports of heat pipe application in nuclear power plants have focused 
on the emergency cooling system without any additional power 2.17, 2.18. In this research, a hybrid control 
rod is proposed to design of the PINCs for enhancing the nuclear safety. Therefore, detailed information, 
including the geometry, control method, and mechanism are needed. In previous studies, the hybrid 
control rod was explained as a passive heat removal device having a neutron absorbing material (named 
Boron carbide, B4C). Therefore, it has a unique geometry inside the evaporator, as shown in Fig. 2.1 
2.19. 
Generally, heat pipes have a wick structure in container, evaporator, adiabatic region, and condenser. 
Vapor flow from the evaporator to the condenser is caused by a difference in the vapor pressure. 
Simultaneously, the liquid flows from condenser to the evaporator driven by the capillary and 
gravitational forces 2.14. However, the thermal resistance of the capillary heat pipes increases at the 
capillary limit because of an insufficient supply of the working fluid. To increase the heat removal 
capacity of the heat pipes, the thermosyphon heat pipes are used for the hybrid control rod. The 
thermosyphon heat pipe uses a container with a wickless surface, evaporator, adiabatic region, and 
condenser. Therefore, it only performs vertically oriented heat transport at high-heat load conditions. 
Without the capillary structure, the hybrid control rod does not have a capillary limit.  
The hybrid control rod has an annular-shaped evaporator due to the neutron absorbing material. In the 
same research group, studies on the effect of neutron absorbing material, heat transfer performance, 
operational limit (entrainment limit), and flow visualization were conducted and analyzed 2.19.  
While the heat transfer phenomenon in simple geometry was conducted in previous studies, they did 
not consider the operational problems, including the pressure boundary and heat loss during normal 
operating condition. Some critical problems of PINCs were 1) movable heat pipe system, 2) isolated 
pressure boundary, and 3) heat loss under the normal operating condition (steady state). Fig. 2.2 shows 
the design concept of the hybrid control rod to solve the critical issues. 
There are two types of control rod assemblies to control the reactivity and shut down the nuclear reactor: 
prat-strength assemblies and full-strength assemblies 2.20. The part-strength assemblies of the control 
rod control the reactor power, therefore, these assemblies are located inside the reactor core. The 
commercial CRDMs have a large number of steps (200 steps for APR1400, 1 step = 3/4 inch) 2.21. In 
part-strength assemblies, the phase change heat transfer in the hybrid control rod was not considered. 
The full-strength assemblies are designed for a shutdown system. These assemblies are generally 
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located at the top of the reactor core under normal operation. The hybrid control rods to remove the 
decay heat are proposed for the full-strength assemblies. Both the control rod assemblies contain a 
condenser section welded to the reactor vessel. The condenser section is not movable and the pressure 
boundary between pressure vessel and the heat sink can be separated. The linear ball bearing is designed 
and located at the bottom of the condenser section to connect to the adiabatic region of the hybrid 
control rod. In this geometry, the length of the hybrid control rod is varied according to the operation 
condition (steady state/accidents).  
In this chapter, the design and modeling of the hybrid control rod were conducted to analyze the 
hydraulic CRDM of PINCs. Therefore, the modeling of hybrid control rod focused on the mechanical 
operation and operation forces for changing the length of the control rod. To validate the design concept 
of the hybrid control rod, the single rod control test was conducted. In the experiment, pressure, 
temperature, and the change of length were measured. Moreover, a simple heat transfer test was 
conducted to validate the minimized heat transfer during the short length condition (steady state). 
Finally, the driving forces for controlling the elevation were analyzed based on inside pressure of the 

























2.2 Driving mechanism and its theoretical models 
In this part, the driving mechanism of the hybrid control rod is theoretically explained. The schematics 
of the hybrid control rod with driving forces are shown in Fig. 2.3(a). In this figure, the force balance 
equation is given by 
 
control g p frF F F F= + +      (2.1) 
 
The ball bearing device to linearly control the length of the hybrid control rod is considered, therefore, 
the frictional force at the interface area is one of the main driving forces. Fig. 2.3(b) shows the detailed 
geometry of the ball bearing device in the test facility. The friction force on the interface area is defined 
by  
 
fr bearing sealF F num f= +       (2.2) 
 
In this equation, the values of friction coefficient and seal resistance are used considering the 
specification documents. The gravitational force for a single hybrid control rod was calculated as a 
function of length, considering the weight of the working fluid. Due to the annular gap between the 
condenser and adiabatic walls, the weight of the working fluid is changed according to the length of the 
hybrid control rod.  
 
4( )g clad B C fluidF m m m g= + +     (2.3) 
4 ,max 1
max
( )g clad B C fluid
L
F m m m C g
L
= + +    (2.4) 
 
where, the coefficient, C1, is the geometry parameter to determine the space of the annular gap region. 
The condition inside hybrid control rod is assumed as an ideal and non-condensable gas. Therefore, the 
force of pressure difference between the hybrid control rod is calculated using 
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where Cl is the factor of the fixed volume of the hybrid control rod. The volume expansion/reduction is 
linearly changed according to the function of length. Finally, to move the hybrid control rod, the linear 
actuator with tension gauge is used. Therefore, the force required to control the hybrid control rod 
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(a) Force balance of the hybrid control rod 
 
(b) Ball bearing device 




2.3 Experimental setup and procedures 
To validate the theoretical model of the hybrid control rod system, the single test was conducted 
according to different pressure conditions. In the hybrid control rod, the enriched boron (B10) was 
considered due to control the reactor power, therefore, the inner space of the evaporator was decreased. 
In the tests, a 3-D printed structure (ABS material) was used instead of the neutron absorbing material. 
The size of the 3-D printed structure was determined by the ratio between the container of the control 
rod and boron carbide. The tested hybrid control rod used distilled water as the working fluid. The heat 
transfer performance was tested in a vertical orientation with different length positions. Before the heat 
transfer tests, the pressure change of each position was measured. Stainless steel was used as the 
containment of the hybrid control rod, which had outer diameters of 12.7 mm (evaporator and adiabatic) 
and 19.05 mm (condenser). The total length of the test section was 650 mm. The length of the adiabatic 
section was changed from 50 mm to 200 mm. Table 2.1 describes the information of the test facility 
with test conditions. The schematics of the test facility is shown in Fig. 2.4. 
2.3.1 Heat transfer test 
The experiment on the heat transfer performance is conducted to verify the design of the hybrid control 
rod. The aim of this test is to show the change in heat transfer performance of the hybrid control rod 
according to the change in control length. Therefore, control length (∆L) was considered as a control 
parameter, which ranged from 0 to 150 mm. The test matrix of the experimental test is given in Table. 
2.2.  
2.3.2 Length control of the hybrid control rod 
The length control of the hybrid control rod was conducted for the measurement of pressure change and 
control force. The main test parameters are the pressure difference between inside hybrid control rod 
and outside air, frictional force, gravitational force, and control force for controlling the length of the 
hybrid control rod. In the length control test, the pressure difference was measured at top of the hybrid 
control rod. The control force was also measured at bottom of the hybrid control rod with an actuator. 
During the test, the initial pressure was maintained at a set value, and the actuator was controlled to 
change the length of the hybrid control rod with a fixed amount of working fluid. Table. 2.3 summarizes 









Table 2.1 Information of the test sections  
Parameters Value Unit 
Total length 650  mm 
Evaporator : Adiabatic : Condenser 200:200:250 
200:50:250 
mm 
Containment Diameter, e 12.7 mm 
Thickness, e 0.889 mm 
Diameter, c 19.05 mm 
Thickness, c 1.24 mm 
material Stainless steel 316 - 
Thermal conductivity 16.3 W/mK 
Inner structure  material ABS - 
Diameter 6 mm 




Table 2.2 Test matrix of the experimental test 
Parameters Values Unit 
Vf 100 % (fill ratio of evaporator volume) % 
Dheated 10.922 mm 
Tcoolant 5.0 °C 
Working fluid Water - 
Initial pressure 10.0 (for heat transfer test) 
101.3 – 20 (for pressure measurement) 
kPa 



























PC-1 53850.8 19001.0 101.3 50, 100, 150 80.28 
PC-2 53850.8 19001.0 80.0 50, 100, 150 63.40 
PC-3 53850.8 19001.0 60.0 50, 100, 150 47.55 
PC-4 53850.8 19001.0 40.0 50, 100, 150 31.70 


















2.4 Experimental results 
In this section, two experiments were performed: 1) heat transfer test with a different length of the 
hybrid control rod and 2) pressure change according to the initial pressure condition. Both the tests are 
conducted using a single test facility.  
2.4.1 Heat transfer performance of the single hybrid control rod 
It is important to demonstrate the heat transfer performance of the hybrid control rod according to the 
change of length. When using the length control strategy, the hybrid control rod must lower the heat 
transfer performance at the minimum total length condition. Therefore, in this section, the heat transfer 
tests of the hybrid control rod were conducted. The mechanically controlled hybrid control rod has a 
different operational condition according to the position of the hybrid control rod. To determine the 
performance of the hybrid control rod, there are four different conditions: ∆L=0.0 mm, 50 mm, 100 
mm, and 150 mm, as shown in Fig. 2.5. During the experiment, the fill ratio of the working fluid was 
100% of the evaporator section. In the minimum length condition (initial condition), the hybrid control 
rod has a minimum volume of the hybrid control rod, and the annular gap between condenser tube and 
movable tube was created. Initially, the working fluid was located inside the annular gap and there was 
no two-phase heat transfer phenomenon.  
During the initial condition, the heat pipes have an initial response time to satisfy the two-phase 
circulation condition. To decrease the start-up time of the hybrid control rod, cooled water is supplied 
from the condenser at 70 °C of the surface temperature of evaporator 2.22. Fig. 2.6 shows the start-up 
temperature of the hybrid control rod according to the control length at a heat load of 30 W. The hybrid 
control rod exhibited nucleate boiling on the evaporator section with a rapid drop in temperature. Due 
to the periodic nucleate boiling phenomenon, temperature fluctuations in the hybrid control rod were 
observed (geyser boiling) 2.23, 2.24. In the case of minimum length condition, the temperatures of the 
evaporator surface continuously increased at a heat load of 30 W. This indicates that the working fluid 
was not utilized at the minimum length condition. Therefore, heat transfer occurred by conduction of 
the containment material and convection of the gas inside hybrid control rod (Fig. 2.7(a)). In the case 
of maximum length condition, the temperatures of the evaporator surface were stable at the fixed heat 
load of 30 W, shown in Fig. 2.6(b).  
The temperature distributions of the hybrid control rod at various heat loads are shown in Fig. 2.7. The 
heat load was increased from 30 W to the entrainment limit (operation limit) of 10 W. Each case was 
iterated three times and the least square method was used to determine the deviation of the experimental 
results. During the test, the temperature of condensing water was fixed and the temperatures in the 
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adiabatic section increased slightly due to boiling in the evaporator. In the short length cases, the 
evaporator temperatures had higher values than long length cases.  
From the temperature distribution, the heat transfer performance was determined using the heat transfer 
coefficient and operation limit of the hybrid control rod. The heat transfer coefficient of the 



















 =       (2.10) 
 
If the amount of heat load in the evaporator equals the amount of heat in the condenser at the steady 










 =       (2.11) 
 
From the overall thermal resistance of heat pipes, the heat transfer coefficient can be calculated by  
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      (2.12) 
 
During the test, the maximum error of the input power measurement was approximately 0.5 % and the 
uncertainties are calculated by 
 








    (2.13) 








    (2.14) 
 
The estimated maximum uncertainties in the heat transfer coefficient of the measurement tools and 
power supply are 5.1%. 
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From Eq. 2.12, the heat transfer coefficients of the hybrid control rod are shown in Fig. 2.8. The general 
trendline of the heat transfer coefficients is the same as that of general heat pipes. However, in short 
length condition of the hybrid heat pipe the value was reduced in comparison with those of the long 
length conditions. In previous studies, the trendline of the hybrid control rod is similar to the effect of 
the fill ratio 2.25-2.27. Therefore, in the minimum length condition (similar to the fill ratio of 0 %), the 
heat transfer coefficient was significantly reduced.  
2.4.2 Change of the pressure and operation condition 
To analyze the pressure change of the hybrid control rod, pressure control test were conducted. In the 
tests, the control parameters were the length of the hybrid control rod and the initial pressure. Table. 
2.4 illustrates the detail space of the test facility, including the instrument line. The total volume of the 
system is approximately 72589.2 mm3 and the controllable volume is 19001.0 mm3 during the tests. In 
the test, the length of the hybrid control rod is controlled from the minimum length to maximum length 
without additional gases. Therefore, the pressure inside volume is assumed as an ideal gas equation. 
From the initial pressure condition, the final pressure (maximum length of the hybrid control rod) can 
be theoretically predicted (Table.2.4). Fig. 2.9 shows the experimental results of the pressure control 
according to the length of the hybrid control rod. From the experimental results, the pressure of the 
hybrid control rod is predicted well by the theoretical model. Similarly, the hybrid control rod with a 
water as a working fluid was also tested and the results were in good agreement with those predicted 
by the theoretical model. To confirm the force balance of the system, forces at the equilibrium state 
were measured and comparison study was conducted.  
2.5 Validation of the theoretical model 
This section presents the comparison between the theoretical model and the experimental results of the 
driving forces. The test condition is the same as the previous section, therefore, the change of the 
position is 0, 50 mm, 100 mm, and 150 mm, without other control parameters. During the test, the 
control force from the actuator was used and this force was measured using the tension gauge. From 
the force balance equation, the position of the bearing frictional force is fixed. The gravitational force 
was defined as a function of the change of length. With the increase in length, the amount of working 
fluid inside of evaporator increased. Therefore, the gravitational force was gradually increased. The 
pressure differential force of the hybrid control rod was also increased according to the change in control 
length. In Fig. 2.10(a) and 2.11(b), the fill ratio effect of pressure difference was observed. The working 
fluid was occupied the space inside the hybrid control rod, therefore, the total volume decreased. In the 
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case of fill ratio of 100%, the pressure change of the hybrid control rod was slightly increased. In 










Table. 2.4 The detail space of the test facility 
 Values unit 
Evaporator and adiabatic Diameter 10.9 mm 
Length 400.0 mm 
Volume 37325.3 mm3 
Condenser Diameter 16.6 mm 
Length 250.0 mm 
Volume 53850.8 mm3 
Instruments Volume of connecting line 1124.0 mm3 
Volume of pressure gauge line 2248.0 mm3 
Volume of charge line 2697.6 mm3 






(a) Design of the hybrid control rod 
 
(b) Behavior of the working fluid according to the control length 









(a) Minimum length 
 
 
(b) Maximum length 







(a) ∆L = 150mm 
 











(c) ∆L = 50mm 





(a) Heat transfer coefficient of hybrid control rod 
 
(b) Maximum heat transfer coefficient according to the change of the length 




















(a) Fill ratio = 0%, P=101.3 kPa 
 












(c) Fill ratio = 100%, P=80.0 kPa 
 







(e) Fill ratio = 100%, P=40.0 kPa 
 
(f) Fill ratio = 100%, P=20 kPa 
Fig. 2.10 Theoretical results of the driving forces and the force of the tension gauge according to the 
























Chapter 3. Design and modeling of the hydraulic control rod drive mechanism (CRDM) 
3.1 Introduction 
The hydraulic control system is currently being studied for controlling the position and force in various 
fields, including the automobile, mechanical machine, and nuclear power plants. However, it is difficult 
to predict a high-precise model due to the non-linear and fluctuated motion. In nuclear application, the 
hydraulic system is used for enhancing the passivity of CRDMs, which has an advantages such as 1) 
elimination of the penetration hole on the upper plenum of the pressurized vessel, 2) short length of the 
control rod assemblies, 3) compact and integrated vessel design, and 4) elimination of the rod ejection 
accident. There are previous researches for developing the hydraulic CRDM with water as a working 
fluid. Initially, the application of hydraulic CRDM with water was proposed to the nuclear heating plant 
in Germany 3.1. This system was designed as bottom mounted CRDM for controlling the boiling water 
reactor. As an initial design of hydraulic CRDM, the design specification and requirement of CRDM 
were proposed. In addition, the experiment was conducted to validate the theoretical model under the 
low temperature condition. In Tsinghua University (1993), the conceptual design of 5 MW nuclear 
heating reactor (NHR-5) with hydraulic CRDM was described, including the theoretical analysis based 
on the driving forces from the pressure, buoyance, and gravity 3.2. This CRDM also had a bottom 
mounted geometry, which had a complex flow control system. These two concepts had a blade type 
control element and hydraulic units inside the reactor vessel for controlling the reactivity, therefore, the 
problems of the fuel compactness and complexity of core design are included. To decrease the control 
space of hydraulic CRDM, following designs were modified using the top mounted geometry, therefore, 
modified designs had a high core density and flexibility of the control space. CAREM reactor had a 
twenty-five control rod drives, operated by the hydraulic driving force 3.3-3.5. During normal operation 
condition, hydraulic units are kept in the upper plenum. This device performed the reactor shutdown 
process in the case of accidents. With shutdown signals, the rod dropped by downward forces when the 
mass flow rate decreased. In case of SBO accident, the failures of the valve and pump are predicted, 
and the mass flow rate of the hydraulic circuit is interrupted. Therefore, in this case, the fast shutdown 
system is operated, passively. Similarly, in the IRIS reactor, the hydraulically driven control rod drive 
concept has been studying and developing, to apply in innovative BWRs and PWRs 3.6. To analyze the 
hydraulic system, the flow control mechanism and geometrical effect of hydraulic drive units were 
separately explained and modeled. Recently, the design of the NHR-200 is currently being developed 
based on the design of the NHR-5 3.7-3.9. In the modified geometry of hydraulic CRDM (NHR-200), the 
enhancement to easy fabrication, to get the wide operational range, and to have a compact geometry 
was achieved. Fig. 3.1 shows the flow of CRDM development focusing on the hydraulic CRDMs with 
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flow control system. 
In this chapter, the hydraulic CRDM with hybrid control rod were analyzed using developed theoretical 
model based on the force equilibrium equation. In previous researches, the effects of the hybrid control 
rod assemblies were not considered, therefore, the modeling of hybrid control rod was needed to predict 
the behavior of hydraulic CRDM in PINCs. The design and modeling of hybrid control rod were 
explained in Chapter 2. Based on theoretical model of hybrid control rod, integrated model, including 
the hybrid control rod and hydraulic CRDM was proposed and validated. Moreover, a novel hydraulic 
CRDM for enhancing control method was designed and tested. There are two designs of hydraulic 
CRDM: 1) conventional hydraulic CRDM (CRDM-C) based on the IRIS reactor, and 2) a new geometry 
of hydraulic CRDM (CRDM-P). The test section was designed based on a 4-finger hydraulic CRDM in 
APR1400. To verify the characteristics of the hydraulic CRDM, the test of elevation control was 
conducted according to a change of the weight and geometry. And then, the rod-drop test was performed 






Fig. 3.1 Flow of CRDM development focusing on the hydraulic CRDMs
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3.2 Driving mechanism and its theoretical models 
In PINCs, the hybrid control rod and hydraulic CRDM are combined and connected during the operation. 
In this part, the driving mechanism and modeling of hydraulic CRDM are presented.  
3.2.1 Design of the hydraulic CRDM with flow control system 
The hydraulic drive units with flow control methods are proposed and tested. In previous researches, 
there are five different flow control systems: NHR-5, IRIS, NHR-200, SBWR, and NHR-200 (modified) 
3.1, 3.6-3.8, 3.10. The NHR systems had patterned holes with a grooved cylinder. Therefore, the NHR-5 had 
the various flow paths including the inlet flow, outlet flows, bypass flow, and flow passing through the 
holes. Initially, the flow behaviors were not analyzed owing to the complex flow paths. Therefore, the 
force equilibrium at hydraulic cylinder was modeled and analyzed. During the elevation control of 
hydraulic CRDMs, the inlet flow was controlled using the control valve, orifice, and bypass line. In 
hydraulic CRDM for IRIS reactor, the three valves were considered to move the hydraulic cylinder. The 
hold valve had a fixed cross-sectional area, therefore, the holding flow rate (named steady flow rate) 
was determined based on the condition of hold valve. During the elevation control, the 
withdrawal/insertion electro-valves were opened to increase the inlet mass flow rate. Based on the 
momentum equation, the modeling of the hydraulic circuit was designed, focusing on the function of 
the frictional loss inside hydraulic cylinder. hydraulic CRDMs of both NHR-5 and IRIS considered the 
driving forces such as the gravitational force, pressure differential force, and buoyancy force. The steady 
flow rates and the flow behavior of hydraulic cylinder were defined as the function of the inlet flow rate 
and flow resistance coefficient. In NHR-200 and SBWR, the researches on the flow instability and high 
accuracy control method were conducted. The flow control system was similar to the previous 
researches. To obtain the pressure loss of hydraulic cylinder, the flow resistances of flow path were 
calculated and validated at the fixed steady flow condition. Modified NHR-200 had the integrated valve 
and modified hydraulic cylinder, which enhance the structure integrity during the shutdown process. 
Fig. 3.2 shows the hydraulically driven rod control unit with flow control system. In PINCs, the flow 
control system was designed based on the integrated valve and bypass line for controlling the inlet mass 
flow rate of hydraulic CRDM (Fig. 3.2(f)). The closed loop has been modeled to calculate the behaviors 
of the mass flow, pressure, position of the driving unit. The continuity equation and momentum equation 
were driven by using the geometry of the flow control loop. In case of the withdrawal process, the 
pumping power increased, therefore, increased pressure loss of hydraulic cylinder is induced by 
increased pressure from the pump. The pressure drop is continuously saturated to the equilibrium state, 
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3.2.2 Theoretical model for conventional hydraulic CRDMs 
The driving mechanism of the hydraulic CRDM is highly related to the flow driven forces at the moving 
cylinder. The characteristics of the hydraulic forces are defined as the stepped/pattered geometry inside 
cylinder. In the previous studies, there are several approaches for analyzing the hydraulic CRDM. In 
SBWR, the design of the hydraulic cylinder is just defined as an equilibrium among the weigh and flow 
force according to the mass flow rate. The hydraulic system for NHR-5 was defined as a balance 
between pressure difference with multi-flow channel and weigh of the CRDM. In addition, to confirm 
the transient behaviors of the hydraulic CRDM, the kinematic equation of the step cylinder is driven by 
using the pressure, weight and acceleration. In IRIS reactor, the flow control methods and transient 
dynamic system modeling are conducted. The 1-D mechanical force balance in the hydraulic cylinder 
is proposed and validated. But, CAREM reactor is not consider the force balance equation and transient 
behaviors of the hydraulic system. In this reactor, the hydraulic CRDM is used for fast shutdown system, 
therefore, this system cannot use the step control during the operation condition (just use for the 
shutdown full strength).  
In the analysis of the steady state flow condition, the force equilibrium equation is used for determining 
the state of the hydraulic CRDM, shown in Fig. 3.3. Therefore, the force equilibrium equation is driven 
by  
( )b in c fr out c cF P t A F P A m g+ + = +     (3.3) 
 
In this equation, the control parameter is the pressure, therefore, the pressure difference is rearranged 
by  
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In this equation, the pressure difference is highly related to the frictional force inside cylinder. The 
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Table. 3.1 shows a summary of theoretical model about transient behaviors in hydraulic CRDM. Each 
concept of the hydraulic CRDM has different parameters to analyze the behaviors of the hydraulic 
cylinder. Depending on the geometrical and parametrical importance of hydraulic CRDMs, the terms 
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(a) Force balance of the conventional CRDM 
 
(b) Simplified flow control mechanism 









3.3 Experimental Setup and Procedure 
Two functions are essential for hydraulic CRDM: 1) Position control (high accuracy step control) 
and 2) free drop with a drop time of less than 4 s (design requirement) 3.13. Experiments were performed 
to verify the characteristics of the step control and free drop of control rod by using a scale facility. The 
test facility is designed with a 1:12 length scaled 4-finger control rod assembly under room temperature 
3.14. This facility is built with reduced length and steps, and it uses water as the working fluid. The test 
facility includes cylinders of different shapes (conventional geometry (CRDM-C), new type geometry 
for PINCs (CRDM-P)), a circulating pump with a control valve, a pressure gauge, thermocouples, a 
flow meter, and a water tank as shown in Fig. 3.4. Two types of CRDMs are investigated to determine 
the effect of the position tracking model for PINCs. Table 3.2 shows the design parameters of the 
reference reactor and the test facility. Both CRDM-C and CRDM-P have the same step size and pitch 
of 9 mm and 20 mm, respectively.  
3.3.1 Step Control test 
The control rods control the reactor power; therefore, the insertion and withdrawal are the crucial 
tests for the development of PINCs. To confirm the capability of the hydraulic CRDM, both CRDM-C 
and CRDM-P were tested for comparative evaluation. Table 3.3 shows the test matrix of the step control 
including the test conditions. The test steps of CRDM-C and CRDM-P are 1–7 and 1–9, respectively. 
The main parameters are the control flow and weight of the CRDM, and pressure difference between 
the cylinder and outside pool. In the test for step control, the main parameters such as the inlet mass 
flow rate, CRDM position, and the pressures at the inlet flow and pool were measured. The inlet mass 
flow rate was controlled by using the control valve. Weight blocks were used for changing the weight 
of the CRDMs without geometrical modification. Each step was maintained for 5 min to confirm the 
fluctuations of the flow and position.  
3.3.2 Rod-drop test 
The rod-drop time is an important requirement of the CRDMs to ensure safe shutdown of the reactor 
so that the risk of accidents is mitigated. In the case of the reference reactor (APR1400), the rod-drop 
time is 4 s for 90% insertion into the reactor core. During the rod-drop test, the flow resistances of the 
control rod drive mechanism and the control rod inside the guide tube are the crucial parameters. These 
parameters are highly related to the CRDM weight and geometry of the flow path; therefore, in the test, 
different weight blocks on the top of the hydraulic CRDM and the two different geometries of the 
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hydraulic CRDM were considered. The drop height was 600 mm, and the tests were performed five 








Test facility Ratio 
CRDM-C CRDM-P 
CRDM assembly 
Evaporator, Core (mm) 3,810 320 320 1/11.9 
Condenser, water pool (mm) 7000 400 400 1/17.5 




1000 1000 1/8 
Cross sectional area of assembly 
(mm2) 
192.8×192.8 200×200 200×200 1/0.96 
Step pitch (mm) 19.05 20 20 1/0.95 
Steps 200 7 9 - 
Hybrid control rod (ea) 4 4 4 1/1 
Hybrid control rod assemblies 
Outer diameter (mm) 20.73 19.05 19.05 1/1.09 
Inner diameter (mm) 19.93 18.16 18.16 1/1.10 




Table. 3.3 Test condition of the step control 
Parameters Values unit 
Mass flow rate 4.2 – 24.5 kg/min 
Weight of CRDM 15 – 50 kg 
Steps 1-7 (CRMD-C)/1 – 9 (CRDM-P) - 
Pressure 0 – 0.5 Bar 






   
 
Fig. 3.4 The facility for the hydraulic CRDM test   
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3.4 Experimental results 
To confirm the enhanced feature of the hydraulic CRDM, a comparative study between the 
conventional hydraulic CRDM (CRDM-C) and the new type of hydraulic CRDM (CRDM-P) was 
conducted experimentally. 
3.4.1 Conventional hydraulic CRDM (CRDM-C) 
3.4.1.1 Step control process 
In the first process of the step control, at the inlet region, the mass flow rate and pressure difference 
increased, however, the elevation of CRDM-C was fixed due to insufficient force from the pressure 
difference. In case of the start-up, the lift force induced by the pressure differential was lower than the 
required force to move the elevation owing to the insufficient mass flow rate. The test results as the 
dynamic behavior of the mass flow rate and the pressure difference between inlet and outlet flows are 
shown in Fig. 3.5. The inlet flow must be larger than the minimum steady state flow rate in the 
equilibrium state. From the 24 sec to 130 sec, the pressure difference between the cylinder and outlet 
flow is dramatically increased because of the narrow gap inside cylinder. and the control rod was not 
moved. The inlet flow rate is slightly increased, remaining the range from minimum and maximum 
steady flow rate, the hydraulic cylinder will remain in its step with decreased pressure, as shown in Fig. 
3.5 (the range from 130 sec to 200 sec). Once the inlet flow rate is larger than maximum steady state 
flow rate, the lift force pushes the hydraulic cylinder resulting on a decreased pressure drop owing to 
the increased cross-sectional area of flow path (the range from 200 sec to 300 sec).  
In the CRDM-C, the steady flow rate is crucial factor to determine the performance of the pump and 
other flow control systems. Fig. 3.6 (a) shows the steady state flow rate of CRDM-C with calculated 
minimum and maximum flow rate with a fixed weight of CRDM-C. Based on using the Eq. 3.6, the 
steady state flow had an acceptable range from the minimum and maximum flow rate with a given 
weight of 30 kg. In the overall steps (1-7 steps), the steady state flow maintained the predicted flow rate 
between 11.43 to 14.3 kg/min. During the step-up process (withdrawal step), previous research 
explained the delay time owing to the diversion to the hydraulic cylinder 3.11. The mass flow rate inside 
the cylinder was released to the stepped holes at the upper head. However, the hydraulic unit does not 
divert the flow path in following geometry. Therefore, reduced mass flow rate of the inlet region was 
not observed during the step-up step. The major reason of the decay time is the change of the cross-
sectional area of the flow channel. With an increase of the pump head, reduced pressure was observed 
due to the narrow gap between bottom structure and cylinder. In this state, the lift force increases to 
values larger than the counterforces, including the gravitational force and frictional force. Therefore, 
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the hydraulic cylinder moves to the next equilibrium position. These results showed that the design of 
the conventional hydraulic system is sensible to pressure during the step-up process, shown in Fig. 3.6 
(b). After the valve open, the fluctuated pressure was observed due to the repetitive stagnation inside 
cylinder. The cylinder had a patterned geometry, therefore, the step-down process had a complex 
pressure and flow behavior. The pressure and flow characteristics of the hydraulic CRDM during the 
single step-down is shown in Fig. 3.6 (c). The response time was faster than the step-up process, 
however, the speed of the cylinder was slower than those of the step-up process.  
3.4.1.2 Drop test 
Due to the limitation of the test facility, the drop tests with the range from 15 kg to 50kg were 
conducted. The test results of the rod drop time according to the weight of the hydraulic CRDM are 
shown in Fig. 3.7. The experimental test was performed at the maximum height (600 mm) of the 
hydraulic CRDM in the test facility. The test results had a range from the 2.1 sec to 8.4 sec, however, 
the drop time of the hydraulic CRDM with control rods was relatively delayed in comparison to safety 
requirement of the reference reactor (APR1400). The major reason of this delayed results was the 
properties of the water and weight of the hydraulic CRDM. To confirm the design requirement, the 
sensitivity analysis of the drop time with a different temperature and weight will be explained in the 



















(a) Steady state flow of hydraulic CRDM with predicted results 
 
 









(c) Insertion step (Step-down) 
Fig. 3.6 Results of step control test (30 kg) 
 
 





3.4.2 Hydraulic CRDM for PINCs (CRDM-P) 
To enhance the operational behavior of the hydraulic CRDM, the new type of hydraulic CRDM was 
developed, focusing on the simplified flow control and position indication using the inlet flow rate. The 
driving forces of hydraulic CRDM were same as the previous design, however, the pressure loss of the 
patterned cylinder was changed owing to the characteristics of the geometry. The importance of 
modified geometry is the steady flow rate of hydraulic CRDM. In conventional hydraulic CRDMs 
(including CRDM-C), the steady flow rate was a fixed range between the minimum and maximum 
steady flow rate depending on the cross-sectional area of each steps. However, proposed geometry 
(CRDM-P) has a different cross-sectional area according to the step change. Increased step position has 
a wide cross-sectional area inside cylinder. Therefore, at the high number of steps, the steady flow rate 
has a large value in comparison with those of the low step. Based on the mass flow rate, it is possible 
to determine the elevation of the control rod assemblies.  
During the step control, CRDM-P has a single control signal for controlling the elevation of the control 
rod assemblies. In contrast, CRDM-C must have a complex flow control process and a considerations 
of control time, increased flow rate, and decreased flow rate from the steady flow, carefully. Fig. 3.8 
shows the difference between hydraulic CRDM-C and CRDM-P including the design of the hydraulic 
CRDM-P. Therefore, in the previous studies, the control process had a complex control logic, and the 
step control characteristics was experimentally defined without well-defined theoretical results. Bo et 
al. studied the relationship among the operational pressure, mass flow rate, and control time to verify 
increased/decreased elevation of the control rod using the experimental results 3.11. The prediction of 
step control was highly sensible to the operational conditions and geometry of the cylinder. Fig. 3.9 
shows the step-up characteristics of the hydraulic CRDM of NHR-5.  
3.4.2.1 Step control with pressure difference 
In case of the hydraulic CRDM-P, the step (elevation of the hydraulic CRDM) can be easily predicted 
according to the mass flow rate. Fig. 3.10 shows the results of step control experiment with a fixed 
CRDM weight (30 kg). In the withdrawal step, at the inlet region, the mass flow rate and pressure 
increased. Due to the increased pressure, the driving force of pressure difference between cylinder and 
pool was increased. Therefore, CRDM-P moved to next step (upward) until force equilibrium step. The 
elevation of the CRDM-P with hybrid control rod changed between 5 sec (step increase signal) to 10 
sec. In comparison with previous results of CRDM-C, the steady state flow rate and pressure was 
changed with withdrawal step process. The behavioral characteristics of CRDM-P had stable values 
without fluctuation of the pressure and mass flow rate.  
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3.4.2.2 Drop test 
Fig. 3.11 shows the rod drop time according to the weight of the hydraulic CRDM-P. The test results 
had a range from the 1.9 sec to 6.9 sec, therefore the time until the bottom end region was shorter than 
the those of the CRDM-C. The grooved cylinder has a repeated stagnation of the working fluid between 


















(b) The detail design of the hydraulic CRDM-P 
Fig. 3.8 Difference control method between hydraulic CRDM-C and CRDM-P including the design of 



















(b) Insertion step (Step-down) 
Fig. 3.10 Results of step control test (15 kg, 4th step) 
 
 





3.5 Modified theoretical model 
In the previous results, the hydraulic CRDM with hybrid control rod needs to consider the additional 
driving forces from the hybrid control rod components. In the chapter 2, the driving force of the single 
hybrid control rod was developed and validated. To enhance the theoretical model of the hydraulic 
CRDM, the two terms for the transient model were considered; 1) pressure differential between hybrid 
control rod and water pool and 2) flow frictional force between hybrid control rod and guide tube. In 
the studies of the hydraulic CRDM, the effect of the guide tube was neglected during the rod drop test, 
however, the experimental test of the CRDM-C had a geometry of the guide tube. Therefore, this 
geometry effect is the one of the reasons of the difference between experimental and calculated results. 
In the modified analysis, the force equilibrium equation is used for determining the state of the hydraulic 
CRDM, shown in Fig. 3.12. Therefore, the force equilibrium equation is driven by  
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In this equation, the driving force of the hybrid control rod is the is determined by the Eq. 2.8. Therefore, 
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The gravitational force for hydraulic CRDM was expressed by  
 
g CRDMF Mg m g= =      (3.11) 
 
The buoyancy force both hydraulic CRDM and hybrid control rod was considered. Therefore, the 
buoyancy force of the modified model is defined as 
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Finally, the pressure difference is defined as  
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To design of the steady state condition of hydraulic CRDMs, the steady flow and pressure loss at the 
fixed position are needed. Therefore, in the steady state, the force balance equation is driven by 
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Fig. 3.12 The schematic diagram of CRDM-P 
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3.6 Validation of theoretical model  
3.6.1 Validation of the CRDM-C 
The comparison of CRDM-C and literature data was conducted to verify the effect of parameters such 
as pressure, mass flow rate, and elevation. In the previous researches, the various geometries and 
conditions are considered, however, detailed information is not presented. Therefore, the behaviors of 
hydraulic CRDM cannot be predicted according to the major parameters. Fig. 3.13 and 3.14 shows the 
pressure, mass flow rate, and elevation of CRDMs in the previous researches and experimental results. 
Therefore, the validation of the hydraulic CRDM was conducted by using the experimental test of 
CRDM-C. The detailed information of CRMD-C was shown in Table. 3.4, and Fig. 3.15 shows the 
validation results of theoretical model during the step-up process. The elevation of the hydraulic CRDM 
is determined by the mass flow rate at the steady state condition. During the steady state condition of 
the hydraulic CRDM, the mass flow rate was the range from 13.44 to 15.1 kg/min in case of 15kg 
weight. At the steady position, the frictional force and frictional coefficient of the hydraulic CRDM 
were minimized, therefore, the stable and minimized mass flow rate could be observed at each step, as 
shown in Fig. 3.15 (a). During the step-up control, the mass flow rate and pressure of the hydraulic 
CRDM were dramatically increased. The change of the pressure and mass flow rate yielded a good 
agreement within ±12.9 % errors. However, the maximum peak of the pressure differential and mass 
flow rate were not predicted. 
In case of the rod drop test, the changes of the elevation, velocity, and rod drop time were confirmed 
by using the high-speed camera. The theoretical results and experimental data of the rod-drop test 
according to the weight is shown in Fig. 3.17. In the previous study, the rod-drop time of CRDM-C was 
studied with the range from 15 to 50 kg. From the theoretical model, the rod-drop time is determined 
and the drop time of lightweight is predicted within 16.5% of deviation, including the previous data. At 
the low weight condition, the deviation of the drop time is larger than those of heavyweight due to the 
structural interactor of the test section; therefore, the deviation of the rod-drop time is gradually 




3.6.2 Validation of the CRDM-P 
Various researches of hydraulic CRDM have been conducted for developing the rod control system 
owing to enhance the passivity and reliability. Despite the advantages, the hydraulic CRDM has a few 
limitations such as 1) requirement of penetration hole for inserting the additional position indicator and, 
2) pressure and mass flow peak during the step control, and 3) relatively longer time to shut down the 
reactor upon an accident condition. A hydraulically driven control system needs to consider the sensible 
flow control based on the control rod position. During the control of each step, the mass flow and the 
pressure difference between the inlet and outside pools are carefully adjusted. In addition, a hydraulic 
CRDM needs a position indicator to measure the location of the control rod. In the other types of the 
CRDM, it is possible to measure the position of the control rod in the control units. In contrast, as the 
control unit of the hydraulic system is located outside the reactor vessel, it is required to penetrate the 
reactor vessel to insert the position indicator. Table. 3.5 shows the advantages and disadvantages of 
CRDMs: Magnetic jack CRDM, CRDM-C, and CRDM-P. 
In this section, a novel hydraulic CRDM for application in nuclear reactors was designed and validated. 
The tests were conducted on a 4-finger hydraulic CRDM. The tests were based on the forces induced 
by the pressure difference between the horizontally patterned cylinder and water pool that controls the 
elevation of hydraulic cylinder (CRDM) at room temperature. The unique features of the hydraulic 
CRDM in PINCs are the position indication from the mass flow rate at the inlet and the heat transfer 
from the core to the upper heat sink. The 1D transient model based on the force balance equation was 
proposed, and the calculated results were experimentally validated. Dropping the control rod assembly 
into the active core is a critical activity for safe shutdown of reactor. To identify the function of the safe 
shutdown during the accident, the rod-drop test was performed to ascertain the effects of friction. 
 The step control behaviors of CRDM-C and CRDM-P are shown in Fig. 3.18. In CRDM-C, a fixed 
flow rate with different steps was observed and predicted. The minimum cross-sectional area of the 
CRDM-C was always fixed due to the patterned shape of the cylinders. From Eq. 3.9, the steady flow 
range was calculated, and its range was determined between the minimum cross-sectional area and the 
transient cross-sectional area of the CRDM-C. The transient cross-sectional area was continuously 
changed until the next step. At the half-step condition, the characteristic length of the minimum cross-
sectional area was continuously decreased, therefore, the total frictional force on the surface of the 
cylinder was increased with the peak of the pressure difference. From the half-step to the next step, the 
characteristic length of the minimum cross-sectional area was linearly decreased, and the peak flow 
region due to the increased pressure drop was observed. The area of the valve was increased until half-
step, and subsequently, the area of the valve was controlled to maintain a steady flow. The steady flow 
and behaviors of the transient flow showed good agreement with the theoretical results based on the Eq. 
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3.9, as shown in Fig. 3.19 and Fig. 20. In CRDM-P, the mass flow according to the steps was changed 
due to the change in area of each step. The area of the step was determined by the ratio of the step over 
the previous step. Therefore, the inlet flow rate of the next step needed to increase to satisfy the 
equilibrium of the driving forces. In comparison with CRDM-C, the pressure differences of the overall 
steps were stable without any peaks and fluctuations.  
The hydraulic CRDMs with conventional patterned geometry need to control the mass flow rate; 1) 
increase of the mass flow rate until half of the step and 2) decrease of the mass flow rate at the steady 
flow rate. This control method needs a well-developed control system with the measurement device; 
however, the uncertainty of the measurement device is approximately 9–20% due to the complex 
conditions in the nuclear power plant 3.15. Therefore, the hydraulic CRDMs have a problem of the multi-
step increase with unexpected power change.  The complex control is not used for the step control of 
the CRDM-P in comparison with CRDM-C. The mass flow rate increased or decreased for controlling 
the elevation of the hybrid control rod. 
 The effects of both the weight and the step of CRDM-P are shown in Fig. 3.21. In this test, the weight 
range is from 15 to 50 kg with 9 steps of the CRDM-P. The mass flow rates of the steps are well-
predicted (within 8.6% of deviation). The driving force for controlling the hydraulic CRDM is pressure 
difference, and it is defined as a mass flow rate in the test. In the case of the heavyweight condition, the 
pressure difference increased due to the increased gravitational force. Fig. 3.22 shows the pressure 
difference of the CRDM-P with different step and weight conditions.  
In comparison with those of the CRDM-C, the rod-drop time of the CRDM-P decreased due to the 
effect of the increment of the cross-sectional area on the flow resistance. Fig. 3.23 and 3.24 shows the 
drop behavior of the hydraulic CRDM compared with the theoretical model. To confirm the transient 
behavior of the hydraulic CRDM with hybrid control rod, the CRDM-P position is measured by using 
a high-speed camera. The trendline of the position is observed to be well-predicted. The drop location 
is under-predicted, and it has 17.4% of deviation; however, the other cases of the rod-drop test have a 





Table. 3.4 The detailed information of the design parameters 
Parameters CRDM-C Unit 
Weight 30 Kg 
Step length 20 mm 
Design temperature 25 °C 
Diameter of the drive cylinder 55 mm 
Gap at upper labyrinth 0.5 mm 
Diameter of the connecting bar 19.05 mm 
Gap at lower notch 0.5 mm 
Diameter of feedwater line 19.05 mm 
Head of pump 40 m 
Diameter of the impulse cylinder 55 mm 
Length of the impulse cylinder Non mm 
Steady flow rate 14.2-16.4 kg/min 
 
 







Fig. 3.13 Behaviors of the step-up process; pressure, mass flow rate, and elevation of the hydraulic 
CRDMs 
 





(a) Elevation of the hydraulic CRDM with theoretical results 
 
(b) Mass flow rate and pressure of the hydraulic CRDM-C with theoretical model  
Fig. 3.15 Validation of the theoretical model; elevation of the hydraulic CRDM-C and step-up process 




















(a) Experimental results of CRDM-C with theoretical results 
 
 
(b) Position and Velocity of the hydraulic CRDM-C during the rod-drop test 































(b) Weight of CRDM : 15 kg, with hybrid control rod (CRDM-P)  
























































































































(a) Experimental results of the rod-drop test with theoretical model 
 
 
(b) Visualization of the hydraulic CRDM-P 




















Chapter 4. APPLICABLE DESIGN OF THE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 
4.1 Introduction  
To apply the passive safety systems in nuclear power plant, the design of the full-scale system was 
needed. In the previous studies, one full-scale design was proposed to develop the research reactor 
(NHR-200) 4.1. Before the full-scale test, the design of the hydraulic drive control rod and flow control 
circuits were conducted. In structure design, the conceptual design of the full-scale reactor and detail 
geometrical information were determined based on the experimental results of the small-scale test 
facilities. Especially, the major parameters such as pressure, mass flow rate, position of the hydraulic 
CRDM, and control velocity were confirmed by using the transient model. 
In the previous chapters, the experimental tests both hybrid control rod and hydraulic CRDM were 
conducted to validate the theoretical models. However, the design of the integrated system was not 
validated due to the limitation of the experimental facility. First of all, the detail information of the 
commercial CRDM and modified CRDM was introduced, including the height, length, heat removal 
capacity, and operating condition. In a pressurized water reactor (PWR), a major portion of the CRDM 
is located on the upper plenum of the pressure vessel, and the shafts of control rod assembly are covered 
by pressure housings 4.2. Therefore, CRDM needs penetration hole and a large space on the top of the 
pressure vessel. The hydraulic CRDM removes the penetration hole for CRDM nozzle combined with 
in-vessel strategy, and it has a shorter length in comparison with the other CRDMs such as motor driven 
system, magnetic jack system, and so on 4.3-4.5. Fig. 4.1 shows the Schematics of the magnetic jack 
CRDM and hydraulic CRDM. Driven by the benefits of the hydraulic CRDM, several nuclear power 
plants have already adopted the hydraulic concept for controlling the reactor power. The suitability of 
the hydraulically driven CRDM for use in the spider-type PWR of IRIS reactor has been studied 4.6. The 
key advantages are the elimination of the penetration-related costs, the avoidance of rod ejection 
accidents/transients, and a good passivity. Therefore, in this chapter, the design of the integrated system 
and its behaviors were confirmed by using 1-D transient models, theoretically. Second, based on the 
previous studies and experimental results of the PINCs, the heat removal test of PINCs was conducted 
to confirm the feasibility of the suggested geometry under the room temperature and pressure condition. 
Finally, the design of the PINCs for commercial power plant was proposed and calculated by validated 
theoretical model. Especially, dropping the control rod assembly into the active core is a critical activity 
for safe shutdown of reactor. This chapter released the rod-drop time theoretically to confirm the 









4.2 Design of the PINCs 
This section describes the PINCs and its major components. Based on the functional requirements for 
safe shutdown of the nuclear power plant upon an SBO, the reactor vessel, hydraulic CRDM, and water 
storage pool are modified. During the normal operation of the reactor, the hybrid control rod assembly 
(Full strength; 708 rods) used for reactor shutdown is held at the upper plenum of the reactor vessel. 
The reactor power is controlled by the control rods (part strength; 48 rods) 4.7. When an accident takes 
place, the PINCs must be activated without any additional power to transfer the decay heat from the 
reactor core away from the containment building. As the first step of the reactor-shutdown operation, 
the inlet flow of the hydraulic CRDM decreased by shutting down the control pump. Subsequently, the 
hybrid control rod assemblies are inserted into the reactor core driven by the gravitational force. A 
hybrid control rod is a high-heat-capacity, passive heat transfer device consisting of an evaporator 
section, a condenser section, a neutron absorbing material (B4C), and water (working fluid). Heat is 
transferred from the hybrid control rods to the natural circulation loop. The vapor generated in the 
hybrid control rods flows from the evaporator (inside the reactor core) to the condenser (natural 
circulation loop) due to the difference in vapor pressure, while the condensed liquid flows from the 
condenser to the evaporator due to the gravitational force. In this manner, the decay heat is transferred 
to a storage tank located outside the building through the natural circulation loop. In a previous study, 
the detailed design information was presented, and the optimal results of the heat transfer and thermal 
resistance were determined as 18.20 kW and 0.015 k/W, respectively 4.8, 4.9. 
When the stroke length of the reactor core is 4 m, the required height of the moving part of the 
hydraulic CRDM is approximately 8 m. In reference reactor, control rod assemblies are considered to 
have both full- and part-strengths. During steady state, full-strength assemblies cannot be inserted in 
the reactor core, and are therefore positioned at the top of the reactor core (upper plenum). Part-strength 
assemblies are moved to control the reactivity of reactor power. Therefore, part-strength has separate 
flow control systems to allow for independent position control.  
Hybrid control rods consist of a neutron absorbing material, holding spring, two layers of metal cladding, 
and working fluid. The decay heat of nuclear fuel is transported by the phase change heat transfer of 
the working fluid between inside cladding and outside cladding. Boron carbide pellets consisting of 
enriched B10, therefore, it has a reduced diameter and space inside hybrid control rod. Table 4.1 shows 
the detailed information of the hybrid control rod assemblies. 
 In this study, a feasibility test of 4 finger CRDM-P connected with hybrid control rod was conducted. 
Hydraulic units were designed and modified to satisfy the heat removal and passive control 
requirements from previous researches 4.4-4.6, 4.10, in-vessel CRDM 4.8, 4.9, 4.11, and the magnetic jack 
CRDM in reference reactor 4.7. The features for the control rod drive system include: 1) stable control, 
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2) accuracy under normal operating conditions, and 3) achievement of a reactor scram time that is less 
than the design requirement 4.9. Most CRDMs use a mechanically driven system with a stepped 
geometry to control the reactivity of reactor core 4.12. The proposed CRDM also has the stepped 
geometry in the hydraulic unit.  
 
Table. 4.1 Detailed information of the hybrid control rod assemblies 
Material (cladding) Inconel 625 
Material (Holding spring) Inconel 625 
Material (CRDM) Steel alloy 
Thickness of cladding, mm 0.89 
Outer diameter of cladding, mm 20.73 
Absorbing material B4C pellets 
 
Length, mm 
Evaporator 4,300, B4C pellets location 
Adiabatic 8,000 
Condenser 4,000 (Fixed) 
 
4.3 Applicable heat removal design and its feasibility test 
4.3.1 Experimental setup and procedures 
Using the scaled test facility, an experiment has been performed to test the heat removal of the PINCs 
concepts. The test section is designed with a 1/12 scale control rod assembly (4 hybrid control rod), and 
the experiments are conducted at room temperature. Fig. 4.2 shows the schematic of test facility 
including a pump, hydraulic cylinders with flow control system, flow meter, cartridge heaters, and water 
tank. Six thermocouples and two pressure gauges were installed to measure the temperature of pool and 
pressure difference between the inside of the hydraulic cylinder and outside pool. The test sections 
consist of polycarbonate (PC) material for observing the elevation of CRDM and hydraulic control rods. 
The information of the APR1400 and test facility are listed in Table 4.2. The hybrid control rod is 
inserted in the evaporator, and it is subject to constant heat from the cartridge heater when the evaporator 
is a 60 °C. The surface of hybrid control rod and evaporator and the temperatures of condenser pool 
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are measured using the K-type thermocouples.  
4.3.2 Experimental results 
In general, heat pipe devices are used for transferring the heat in a fixed position , including the electric 
cooling systems, CPU cooling, and nuclear application 4.13-4.16. The hybrid control rod requires the 
ability to move the elevation owing to enable passive shutdown during the accidents. In previous 
researches, the design of hydraulic CRDMs cannot satisfy the heat removal geometry owing to the use 
of magnetic jack and shaft-connected assemblies. Therefore, it is necessary to certify the performance 
of CRDM-P with hybrid control rod assemblies in removing heat by inserting control rods in the heated 
pool.  
Fig. 4.3 shows the pool temperature and heat transfer coefficient of the hybrid control rod assemblies. 
After the free drop inside evaporator pool, the test results show how the pool temperature changes. 
During the heat removal test, fixed heat load (600W) was maintained. The removed heat from the hybrid 
control rod must consider stored heat of evaporator pool, therefore, the stored heat of the hybrid control 
rod can be determined by  
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During the test, 8 thermocouples were installed on the surface to confirm the heat transfer coefficient 
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The heat removal of control rods was identified from the change of the temperature. The time needed 
for the pool temperature to reach 90 °C was delayed by approximately 2.51 times compared to those of 
no hybrid control rod. The heat removal test showed the possibility of applying the in-core hydraulic 




4.4 Design of the hydraulic CRDM-P with sensitivity of the operation temperature 
The hydraulic CRDM for PINCs is located in the reactor pressure vessel, therefore, it operates at 
high-temperature. In the reference reactor, the temperature is approximately 300 ºC. According to the 
governing equation, the density and viscosity are important to determine the steady flow and drop time. 
In previous studies, the water property table and fitting equations were used for calculating the steady 
flow rate and the rod drop of the control rod 4.9. In this paper, the following equations of the working 
fluid properties as a function of temperature were used based on reference data 4.17.  
 
6 3 4 23.0115 10 9.6272 10 0.11052 1022.4,      273.2 600T T T K T K − −= −  +  − +        (4.4)  
2 13.8208 10 ( 252.33) ,      273.2 600T K T K − −=  −                (4.5)    
 
In general, rod drive systems have control steps for controlling the position of the control rod 
assemblies systematically. In APR1400, the CRDM has 200 steps with a step pitch of 19.05 mm 4.2. 
Therefore, these values were adopted for CRMD-P where the pitch represents the interval between each 
step. Table. 4.2 shows the design specification of the hydraulic CRDM in the nuclear power plant. Both 
CRDM-C and CRDM-P were designed and comparatively analyzed based on calculated results. Totally, 
93 units of control rod assembly were required (48×12-finger control rod assembly, 45×4-finger control 
rod assembly). In the case of 12-finger control rod assembly, the maximum weight of the conventional 
CRDM is 156.2 kg. In contrast, the hydraulic CRDM has additional weight owing to the shape of the 
cylinder. Accordingly, the weights of the CRDM-P and CRDM-C were in the range of 100–200 kg and 
120–220 kg, respectively.  
The mass flow rates for operating the CRDM-C and CRDM-P in a nuclear power plant are shown in 
Fig. 4.4. The mass flow rate of the CRDM-C is a stable value of 37.5 kg/min with ± 2.72 kg/min 
deviation, whereas that of the CRDM-P is in the range of 50.0–106.2 kg/min owing to the CRDM step. 
These results mean that the CRDM-P needs additional pumping power; therefore, the optimization of 
the CRDM-P is needed to mitigate the energy demand.  
The rod-drop time according to the weight of hydraulic CRDM is a critical parameter to determine 
the nuclear safety. The required drop time for a pressurized water reactor is maximum 4 s; therefore, in 
the hydraulic CRDM for PINCs, the rod-drop time of the control rod satisfied the requirement for 
reactor shutdown 4.2. Fig. 4.5 shows the rod-drop time according to the weight of hydraulic CRDM in a 
nuclear power plant. Fig. 4.6 shows the required rod-drop time of APR1400. To confirm the effect of 
the geometry, weight, and operating temperature of the hydraulic CRDM, the calculation of several rod-










Table. 4.2 Design specification of the hydraulic CRDM for application in nuclear power plant 
Parameters CRDM-C CRDM-P Unit 
Weight of CRDM 100-200 80-180 kg 
Cylinder inner 
diameter 
0.065 0.055 m 
Cylinder outer 
diameter 
0.075 0.065 m 
Step pitch 0.01905 0.01905 m 
Steps 200 200 - 
Number of CRDM 
48 (12-finger control rod assembly) 
45 (4-finger control rod assembly) 
- 
Total control length 4.00 3.81 m 
Mass flow rate 
34.8 – 40.2  
(steady flow) 
50.5 – 106  
(steady flow) 
kg/s 
Hybrid control rod  
O.D. : 0.0207 
I.D. : 0.0199 
Total length : 12.00 
m 
Operation temperature 573 K 

















(a) The evaporator pool temperature  
 













(c) Overall heat transfer coefficient  















Fig. 4.5 The rod-drop time according to the weight of hydraulic CRDM in the nuclear power plant 
 
 
















4.5 Prediction of heat removal performance in nuclear power plant 
In chapter 4.3, the heat removal test of bundle hybrid control rod was conducted, experimentally. 
Based on the proposed design, the heat removal performance of PINCs was predicted by the safety 
analysis using the multidimensional analysis of reactor safety code (MARS-KS) in APR1400. In 
previous studies, the optimal heat removal of single hybrid control rod was determined based on the 
merit number of thermosyphon heat pipe 4.18. Therefore, the total heat capacity of PINCs was determined, 
approximately 4.248 MWth (708 control rods for shutdown CRDMs) in commercial nuclear power 
plant. Fig. 4.8 shows the nodalization of APR-1400 for verifying the effect of PINCs in nuclear power 
plant. During the station blackout, the trip of the reactor coolant pump and turbine assumed as 1.0 sec 
after reactor trip signal. The malfunction of the high pressure, low pressure safety injection, and turbine 
driven auxiliary feedwater system were assumed. Table. 4.3 describes the station blackout scenario of 
APR-1400. From the calculated results, the time of the fuel melting and hydrogen production were 
delayed. The core uncover time and the time of hydrogen production are delayed approximately 35 
minute and 50 minute, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4.9. From the calculated results, it is possible to 
decay the critical phenomena such as the time of the peak cladding temperature and core uncover. 
Therefore, the response time to mitigate/defense the severe accident will be increased. 
4.6 Failure/degradation of PINCs in nuclear power plant 
Proposed system (PINCs) is a new concept of the passive safety system for advanced nuclear power 
plants, therefore, the discussions including the failure and degradation of PINCs are needed to adopt 
PINCs in nuclear power plants. In this chapter, the failure effects of hybrid control rod and hydraulic 
CRDM are explained.  
4.6.1 Accident scenarios 
There are various accident and transient scenarios based on the initiating events to categorize the 
transient conditions, as shown in Fig. 4.10. Except reactivity induced accidents, the hybrid control rod 
will be dropped into the reactor core during accident scenarios. The control rod ejection and control rod 
malfunction don’t occur due to the in-vessel strategy in case of PINCs. The critical scenario of nuclear 
power plant is the station blackout with the malfunction of emergency power supply (similar to 
Fukushima accident). In the event of this accident, the depressurization in the primary system does not 
occur and the active safety systems do not work. The uniqueness of PINCs is the operation without any 
additional power and is possible to work under the non-depressurized condition. Therefore, to verify 
the effect of PINCs, the station blackout condition was collected and analyzed.  
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4.6.2 Failure of hybrid control rod and hydraulic CRDM 
The crucial failure and degradation of PINCs are 1) Failure of hybrid control rod and 2) failure of 
hydraulic CRDM (CRDM-P). In case of failure of hybrid control rod, the heat removal capacity is 
decreased and the driving force of hydraulic CRDM is changed according to the number of the failed 
hybrid control rods. The degraded heat capacities of hybrid control rod (Failure rate: 0%, 25%, and 
50%) were calculated by using the MARS-KS code. The heat capacity was same as the previous results 
in chapter 4.5. Fig. 4.11 shows the effect of the failure and degradation of hybrid control rod in nuclear 
power plant. The core uncover times of failure: 0%, 25%, and 50% were estimated to be 140 min, 128 
min, and 115 min, respectively. The times of hydrogen production are also estimated to be 167 min, 146 
min, and 135 min, respectively. To mitigate the failure effect of hybrid control rod, the inspection of 
PINCs is required during the refueling period. 
In 200 kg weight of hydraulic CRDM, the ratio of upward driving forces is approximately 8 to 18% 
of hydraulic CRDM according to the elevation of hydraulic cylinder. If the hybrid control rods were 
failed, the driving force of hybrid control rod was decreased according to the failure ratio. In case of 
the failure condition, the change of the driving force is shown in Fig. 4.12. The pressure difference and 
mass flow rate will be increased according to the increase of failure ratio, owing to decrease the driving 
force of hybrid control rod (upward force). Based on the experimental results, it is possible to predict 
the range of the mass flow rate and pressure difference during the step control. The operating range are 
determined by the range between with and without hybrid control rod. If the ratio of failed hybrid 
control rod is higher than those of well-operated hybrid control rod, the trendline is estimated to be a 
similar to the hydraulic CRDM without hybrid control rod. Fig. 4.13 shows the estimated range of mass 
flow rate and pressure difference of hydraulic CRDM with failed hybrid control rod in experimental 
data. 
In case of failure of hydraulic CRDM, the mass flow rate was decreased (bypassed mass flow rate 
through crack on the cylinder), therefore, the required pumping power and inlet mass flow rate will be 
increased. In Fig. 4.14, the required mass flow rate is estimated according to the break area of hydraulic 
cylinder. In case of 25% crack ratio (crack ratio : crack area/cross-sectional area of flow path), required 
mass flow rate is estimated to be 156.3% of undamaged case of PINCs. It was confirmed that the effect 
of damage was highly significant on the mass flow rate of PINCs. Therefore, it is necessary to determine 
the pump performance of hydraulic CRDM by considering theses influences and to prepare manuals in 
case of an unexpected accident. Fortunately, however, under the conditions of failure that do not 












Table. 4.3 Station blackout scenario of APR-1400 
Event Remarks 
Reactor trip Trip 
RCP trip Reactor trip + 1.0 
Turbine trip Reactor trip + 1.0 
SIT Primary pressure < 4.3 MPa 
HPSI and LPSI trip Trip 
MSSV 
Control pressure of steam generator 
(Open : P > 8.1 MPa, Close : P < 7.3 MPa) 
POSRV 
Pressurizer pressure > 17.24 MPa (Open) 
< 14.07 MPa (Close) 





















(a) Collapsed water level at the reactor core 
 
 
(b) Peak cladding temperature 













(a) Collapsed water level 
 
(b) Peak cladding temperature 





Fig. 4.12 The change of the ratio of the driving force according to the height and failure ratio 
 
 
Fig. 4.13 The estimated range of mass flow rate and pressure difference of hydraulic CRDM with 











Fig. 4.14 The required mass flow rate according to the break area of hydraulic cylinder   
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Chapter 5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1 Conclusion 
The safety system in nuclear power plants is one of the crucial research topic owing to the massive 
impact of nuclear disasters such as Fukushima accident in Japan. To mitigate the impact of the design 
extension conditions, the importance of the passive safety system significantly increased. To achieve 
the enhancement of passive safety, the passive in-core cooling system (PINCs) was proposed and 
developed. As one of the major components of PINCs, the hydraulic control rod drive mechanism 
(CRDM) was designed and modeled.  
5.1.1 Modeling of the hydraulic control rod drive mechanism (CRDM) 
Hydraulic CRDM which control the elevation of control rod assemblies was designed and modeled 
including the operation strategy, control method, and geometries. The conventional designs of hydraulic 
CRDM had a grooved cylinder or pattered holes owing to control the position of control rod assemblies. 
In contrast, hydraulic CRDM for PINCs had used the stepped cylinder and hybrid control rod assemblies 
for achieving the functions both the decay heat removal and elevation control. The previous models for 
hydraulic CRDMs had large errors compared to the experimental data. Therefore, driving forces for the 
hydraulic CRDM was modified, including the pressure differential force between the hybrid control rod 
and pool, pressure differential force between hydraulic cylinder and pool, gravitational force, buoyancy 
force, and friction in the guide tube. Based on the force balance equation, the modeling of the hydraulic 
CRDM with hybrid control rod was developed, theoretically. To validate the driven models, the pressure 
differential force, mass flow rate, and position of the hydraulic CRDM was measured by experiments. 
The operational characteristics of hydraulic CRDM and the effect of major parameters were analyzed.  
5.1.2 Application of the hydraulic CRDM  
Based on the theoretical model, the applicable design of PINCs was proposed and tested by using the 
small scaled test facility. The hydraulic CRDM for PINCs exhibits unique features: Position tracking 
using the mass flow rate, 2) smooth flow and pressure gradient during the step control, and 3) possibility 
to remove heat using hybrid control rods. The heat removal test was conducted with 4-finger hybrid 
control rod assemblies. From the measured temperature of the hybrid control rod, evaporator pool, and 
condenser pool, the capacity of the heat transfer was confirmed, experimentally. Due to the high 
pressure and temperature condition of the nuclear power plants, the full-scale design of the hydraulic 
CRDM was performed. In reactor operating condition, the rod drop time satisfied the safety requirement. 
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In addition, the model of hydraulic CRDM can be used to the general nuclear power plants for 
controlling the reactor power (without hybrid control rod). In nuclear power plants, the hydraulic 
CRDM will be a good candidate owing to the good passivity and elimination of the rod ejection 
accidents. 
The traditional role of the nuclear power plant was the baseload source of electricity. However, recent 
energy trend was changed toward mixed, small, and flexible to satisfy the electricity demand. Therefore, 
the load-following mode of the nuclear power plant is a key issue for sharing the role of electricity 
generation with renewable energies. In order to become eligible for operation in load-following control 
method, the high accuracy control method and enhanced safety feature are required. The proposed 
hydraulic CRDM could be a good candidate to load-following operation due to the high accuracy and 
passivity in comparison with the previous concept of hydraulic CRDMs.  
5.2 Recommendations 
The passive safety is an important issue in the nuclear field, especially commercial nuclear power 
plants and Gen.IV reactors. Passive in-core cooling system with hydraulic CRDM is a good candidate 
to enhance the passive safety owing to no signals and power for removing the decay heat. Especially, 
hydraulic CRDM have good advantages such as passive shutdown, elimination of the rod ejection 
accident (in-vessel system), and compact CRDM. Therefore, the application of hydraulic CRDM will 
make a strong contribution to the enhanced passive safety in nuclear power plants. The present study 
provides the validated modeling to design of the hydraulic system with a solution of the critical issues 
of PINCs. Therefore, this study can be used for applicating the decay heat removal and reactor power 
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